
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Classification by age                                                                     Age limit by July 1st 2024 
Divisions Category Age Bonus girls 

U25 Mixed Up to 25 years 8 
U19 Mixed Up to 19 years 8 
U16 Mixed Up to 16 years 8 
U13 Mixed Up to 13 years 8 

Tournament format                                                              
Qualification round 
Entry en re-entries 6 games 
 
Qualified for semi finals 
75% of each division with a max of 9 will be qualified for the semi finals + 1 for each division from the early bird 
 
Early bird (1st weekend 7-8 sept) 
The best athlete per division who is not qualified thru the general standing already will be qualified for the semi final 
Incase the best athlete is already qualified thru general standing, the nr 10 in general standing will go to the semi finals 
 
Semi finals 
4 games, scores from qualification round will not go to the semi finals 
Top 5 of each division will be qualified for the finals 
 
Finals 
For each division: 
Step 1:  5 athletes per lane pair plays 1 game from scratch, athlete with lowest pinfall + bonus will be placed 5 
Step 2   4 athletes per lane pair plays 1 game incl scores step 1, athlete with lowest pinfall + bonus will be placed 4 
Step 3:  3 athletes per lane pair plays 1 game incl scores step 1-2, athlete with lowest pinfall + bonus will be placed 3 
Step 4:  2 athletes per lane pair plays 2 games form scratch, athlete with highest pinfall + bonus wins  
 
Tournament tie rules 
Qualification round: 
In the case of a tie, the highest ranked athlete will be the athlete with the highest last game, then the athlete with the 
highest second last game etc. 
 
Final rounds: 
All final rounds (semi finals and finals) In case of a tie in any game in a match, a one ball roll off on a full set of pins will 
be played, repeated until the tie is broken   
 
Location: Bowling Menken Kenauweg 10 Leiden Netherlands 
    

Brunswick  
Dutch Youth Masters   
7 – 15 september 2024 
Part of EBT Youth Tour          



Price package with a value of 15.000 euro 
Division category       Age                    nr1         nr 2        nr3         nr4         nr5 
U25        Mixed  Up to 25 year  € 1.000      € 700     € 500     € 300     € 150  
U19        Mixed  Up to 19 year  €  800      € 600     € 400     € 200     € 100  
U16        Mixed  Up to 16 year  €  800      € 600     € 400     € 200     € 100 
U13        Mixed  Up to 13 year  €  500      € 400     € 250     € 150     €   75 
Numbers 6 - 8   all divisions    €    50 
Numbers 9 - 10   all divisions    Surprise package 

all the above cash prizes are guaranteed in cash and are supplemented with merchandise      
1st 300 game in qualification rounds: 1 week holiday to Spain for 2 persons, including flight!! 

Schedule for final rounds 
Sunday September 15th 2024 
              Lane maintenance 
11.30 :  Semi finals U25 + U19 
              Lane maintenance 
14.00 :  Semi finals U16 + U13 
              Lane maintenance 
16.30 :  Finals step 1 
17.15 :  Finals step 2 
17:45:   Finals step 3 
18.15 :  Finals step 4, followed by award ceremony 
Extra rules 
1 - An athlete have to participate in the finals to receive a prize. 
2 - If an athlete informs the organization that he/she cannot play the final before the conclusion of the last squad, the 
first boy/girl outside the cut will qualify for the finals. 
3 - The organization reserves the right to cancel series that are not properly occupied 
4 - In the event that a division has fewer than 13 participants, the unfilled semi-final places will be divided among the 
other divisions. The organization determines the new classification of the semi-finals 
5 The general playing and tournament rules of both the Dutch Bowling Federation (NBF Sporting Regulations) and EBF 
will govern this tournament. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Entry fees (all players can book 1 entry + 1 re-entry in advance and put a 2nd re-entry on waitinglist) 
 U25 mixed U19 mixed U16 mixed U13 mixed 

Entry € 57,50 € 52,50 € 52,50 €47,50 
Re-entry € 52,50 € 47,50 € 47,50 €42,50 

Squads qualification: (squad 7 – 12 only for players from outside the Netherlands until 1 month start tournament) 
                  Squad - 01: Sat 07-09-2024:  10.00-12.45                  Squad - 07: Fri   13-09-2024: 20.00-22.45 
                  Squad - 02: Sun 08-09-2024: 09.30-12.15  Squad - 08: Sat  14-09-2024: 08.30-11.15 
                  Squad - 03: Sun 08-09-2024: 13.00-15.45 Squad - 09: Sat  14-09-2024: 12.00-14.45 
                  Squad - 04: Sun 08-09-2024: 16.30-19.15 Squad - 10: Sat  14-09-2024: 15.30-18.15 
                  Squad - 05: Fri   13-09-2024: 13.00-15.45 Squad - 11: Sat  14-09-2024: 19.00-21.45 
                  Squad - 06: Fri   13-09-2024: 16.30-19.15                  Squad - 12: Sun 15-09-2024: 08.00-10.45 


